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currency. many enterprises have already begun making use of cloud services by adopting public cloud platforms. as more public clouds are added, this will continue to influence the public clouds of the future. two factors will drive this adoption and reshape public clouds in the future: currency and the rise of the serverless architecture. the public cloud is a collection of many different cloud service offerings from many different providers, and is generally accessed over the internet with a view to being accessed from anywhere in the world by anyone in the world. the public cloud has enabled enterprises and consumers to access business, consumer and it applications from anywhere at any time. although the public cloud is really an
extension of the desktop and the internet, public clouds differ from desktop and internet services in that the private cloud is not configured to provide access to many different consumers and can be deployed in a relatively short period of time. the private cloud differs from the public cloud in the type of services it delivers and the length of time it takes to deploy. in this book, pratt and ortman bring together 50 years of knowledge and experience from practicing cloud data center architects. the authors’ title, data centers and cost modeling, creates the clear impression that is the core of the book: good cloud data center designs and architecture must use and efficiently use computing resources. for the data center architects in the

book, a computer is more than just a box of components, it is a truly data-centric platform that runs a wide range of applications. it is a robust foundation to host and develop all kinds of software products and services. it is also the “seamless platform” in how it communicates with physical devices, personnel, networks, and other technologies. and it is a life-critical system that must be designed to be reliable, secure and energy-efficient. this book addresses the application of computing in an organization’s capacity to serve customers, conduct business, or supply equipment and services.
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overall, the easiest option for low-level heat removal is to focus on the air. at the low end, this often involves simple,
passive, and inexpensive systems. heat removal options become more complex and expensive when the heat
demand requires advanced air conditioning and/or liquid cooling. the cost of cooling the computer room and its

racks of servers has increased dramatically, as will you be taken for power and cooling on an as-needed basis. the
designers of data centers must design and build a data center not only to satisfy demands for data services, but

also to set the foundation for multiple types of alternative service suppliers, including cloud providers, from whom
the data center customer will acquire it services on an on-demand basis. the data center owner will not only need to
build the data center now, but also for future expansion and reconfiguration. the fundamental objective is to enable

the data center owner to concentrate on making money from the data center, while outsourcing the necessary
infrastructure and management functions. critical infrastructure choices such as the types and sizes of coolers and

fans, the choice of multiple service types, the type and size of ducting, and the design of the room itself are dictated
by the nature of the final service, the data center owner must carefully consider. but even before this stage, the

data center owner must begin to think about the structure and function of the data center to determine the energy,
cost, and scale required. after all, only by designing the right kind of data center can the data center owner attract

the right service partners and avoid high capital, service, and management costs. 5ec8ef588b
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